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Dresden Unit 1 Reactor high pressure switch setpoint violation

CONDITION PRIOR TO OCCURRENCE l,

l

Dresden Unit-1 war in the run mode with a steady load of 144 lefe.

DESCRIPTION OP OCC'JRR8MCE

During routine instrument surveillance of Reactor high pressure switch PSE-4,
it was observed that its setpoint was 1076 pai, which is 3 psi above the

j 1073 psi limit. The W4 was i=xatdiately reset to 1063 psi. The Technical
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Specification defines the =mHwwn setpoint of this switch to be 1050 psi.-

The switch is located at elevation 490'-3". The pressure sensing line is
tapped into the reactor at 547'-6" elevation. This arrangement sets up
a head correction of 25 p.1 which saast be added to the switch setpoint at
the time of calibration. The point of pre ~ssure measurement is approximately
the top of the active fuel. (See attached letter from R. J. Smith to
H. K. Hoyt).

DESIGNATION OF APPARENT CAUSE OP OCCURRENCE

Unknown at this time, apparently a unique setpoint drift situation.

ANALYSIS OP OCCURRENCE

Reactor pressure switch PSE-4 is one of four switches that monitor reactor
pressure and provide a scram. The ewitches are arranged in a "one-out-of-
two-twice" logic array. The other three switches were found to be set
below the Technical Specification Limit, and would have initiated a scram
at 1072 psi. It is therefore concluded that this occurrence is no way jeopardized
the safety of plant personnel or the general public.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

The switch was immediately reset to 1063 pai. In addition, a graph will
be maintained plotting the "as found" setpoint for all subsequent
instrument calibrations. This graph will be utilized to determine if the
instrument exhibits a drift potential. No further corrective action is
deemed necessary at this time.

PAILURE DATA

Pressure switch PS!!-4 is a Foxboro Model 41E. No incidences of setpoint
drift have been observed since the Dresden Unit One. Technical Specifications
have been in effect. The switch is calibrated routinely once every 3 months.
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